
Nearly Naked™ was founded in 2013 by husband 
and wife team, Crista Grasso & Jeremy Pollack. They 
combined their shared love of boudoir photography and 
fine lingerie with Crista’s passion for jewelry design and 
together created the Nearly Naked brand. 

With versatile designs that can take a woman from a 
cocktail party with friends to a late-night rendezvous 
with her love, or from an exotic beach wedding to a 
romantic honeymoon getaway, each piece is designed 
to help a woman make a statement and showcase her 
individuality in elegant and sensual style.

the brand

As featured in...

Celebrities who love Nearly Naked...

Paulina Rubio & 
Rachel Crow 

from The X Factor

Kirsten Vangsness
Fivel Stewart
Diane Neal
Sarah Drew

Audrina Patridge
Chyler Leigh
Allie Gonino 

Also worn by...

Designer Fashion Jewelry

made in los angelesfrom Crista Grasso



Our jewelry designs are inspired by the elegant 
damask prints and delicate lace found in fine 
lingerie and luxurious fabrics, by vintage treasures 
from all over the world, and by a sense of adventure 
in exploring and trying something new.  

Known for its soft curvaceous lines and lacy 
metals, each piece of jewelry from the Nearly 
Naked collection combines modern replicas of 
vintage jewelry castings with delicate and bold 
chains. Brass and pewter components are finished 
in 14-karat gold plate (gold), burnished brass 
(bronze), and imitation rhodium (rhodium), and 
accented with Czech Glass, Swarovski Crystals and 
Pearls, enamels, and organic materials.  Each piece 
is finished with our signature paisley charm.

Each piece is intricately designed, completely 
original, and handcrafted in the USA in Los Angeles, 
CA.  We release new collections twice a year and 
always keep our designs original and intriguing, 
just like the women who wear them.

the jewelry

Jewelry is so much more than 
just an accessory. Jewelry is 
a means of self-expression. 

It is a reflection of the person 
you are today and a window 

into the person you will 
become tomorrow. Jewelry 

can make you feel beautiful, 
strong, sexy, and confident. If 
your jewelry doesn’t do this 
for you, you are wearing the 

wrong jewelry.

~Crista Grasso, Founder & Designer

Crista Grasso began designing jewelry as a child.  Always 
fascinated by vintage jewelry and the treasures she would 
find while flea-marketing with her Dad or rummaging 
through her mother’s jewelry box, she made her first 
“naked sandal” and “hand chain” in elementary school 
out of string.  Although her designs and materials have 
evolved significantly over time, her fascination with 
all things vintage, and with exploring new and exotic 
designs inspired by those pieces remains the same and 
can be seen throughout the Nearly Naked line.

the designer

@gonearlynaked info@gonearlynkd.com
gonearlynaked.com


